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Introducing Tibetan yin.n’ang

Tibetan yin.n’ang ཡི ན་ནའང་ appears to have three distinct uses:
(1)

Counterexpectational discourse particle ‘however’:
བཀྲ་ཤི ས་དགེ ་རྒན་རེ ད། ཡིན་ནའང་སྤྱང་པ ོ་མི ་འདུག

bKra.shis dge-rgan red. Yin.n’ang spyang.po mi-’dug.
Tashi

teacher cop yin.n’ang clever

neg-aux

‘Tashi is a teacher. However, he isn’t smart.’
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Introducing Tibetan yin.n’ang

Tibetan yin.n’ang ཡི ན་ནའང་ appears to have three distinct uses:
(2)

Concessive scalar focus particle:
Context: Don’t worry, the test is easy.
དེབ་གཅི ག་ཡིན་ནའང་ཀླ ོག་ན་ཡི ག་ཚད་མཐར་འཁྱ ོལ་གི ་རེ ད།
[Dep [gcig]F yin.n’ang klog-na]
book one

yig.tshad mthar.’khyol-gi-red.

yin.n’ang read-cond exam

succeed-impf-aux

≈ ‘[If [you] read even just one book], [you] will pass the exam.’
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Introducing Tibetan yin.n’ang

Tibetan yin.n’ang ཡི ན་ནའང་ appears to have three distinct uses:
(3)

Wh universal free choice item (∀ -FCI):
ཁ ོང་ཁ་ལག་ག་རེ ་ཡིན་ནའང་ཟ་གི ་རེ ད།

Khong [kha.lag ga.re yin.n’ang] za-gi-red.
he

food

what yin.n’ang eat-impf-aux

‘He eats (habitual) any food.’
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Introducing Tibetan yin.n’ang

Tibetan yin.n’ang ཡི ན་ནའང་ appears to have three distinct uses:
(3)

Wh universal free choice item (∀ -FCI):
ཁ ོང་ཁ་ལག་ག་རེ ་ཡིན་ནའང་ཟ་ཐུབ་གི ་རེ ད།

Khong [kha.lag ga.re yin.n’ang] za-thub-gi-red.
he

food

what yin.n’ang eat-able-impf-aux

‘He can eat any food.’
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Yin.n’ang = yin + na + yang

Yin.n’ang is also variably yin.na.yang ཡི ན་ན་ཡང་ or yin.n’ i ཡི ན་ནའི ་ and
is morphologically clearly:

(4)

ཡིན་

yin

copula

ན་

+ na
cond

ཡང་

ཡི ན་ན་ཡང་

ཡི ན་ནའང་

ཡི ན་ནའི

+ yang = yin.na.yang > yin.n’ang > yin.n’ i
even

/yine/

Roughly, then, yin.n’ang = even-if-it’s.
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Today

• I document these uses of Tibetan yin.n’ang from original
ﬁeldwork and develop a compositional semantics which
derives these uses from (4).
• I highlight combinations of the same ingredients with the
same range of uses in Dravidian, from Rahul Balusu’s recent
work, and motivate an extension of the analysis to Japanese
demo.
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§2 Counterexpectational
discourse particle

7

Yin.n’ang as a discourse particle
 The utterance “Yin.n’ang q” refers to a prior proposition p and
(a) requires an expectation that “if p, unlikely q” and
(b) commits the speaker to q.
(5)

Counterexpectation is required:
ཁ ོ་ཁ་ལག་མང་པ ོ་ཟ་གི ་རེ ད། ཡིན་ནའང་རྒྱགས་པ་ཆགས་གི ་མ་རེ ད།

Kho kha.lag mang.po za-gi-red.
he food

a.lot

eat-impf-aux

Yin.n’ang rgyags.pa chags-gi-ma-red.
yin.n’ang fat

become-impf-neg-aux

‘He eats a lot of food. # However, he doesn’t gain weight.’
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(a) requires an expectation that “if p, unlikely q” and
(b) commits the speaker to q.
(5)

Counterexpectation is required:
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Yin.n’ang rgyags.pa chags-gi-red.
yin.n’ang fat

become-impf-aux

‘He eats a lot of food. # However, he gains weight.’
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Analysis

Yin.n’ang takes an unpronounced propositional anaphor:
(6)

[[pro=p ]F yin-na]

=yang q

cop-cond even
Literal LF: even ( if it’s [p]F , q )

9

Analysis

(7)

Deriving counterexpectation:
a. Let P be a set of relevant alternatives to p — propositions
′

′

p where the conditional “if p , q” is relevant to consider.
b. even requires that the conditional “if p, q” be less likely
′

′

than “ if p , q” for all p ∈ P.
c.

This scalar condition requires very low credence in “if p, q,”
which is incompatible with an expectation that “if p, likely
q.” We therefore reason that “if p, unlikely q.”
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Analysis

(8)

Deriving the commitment to q : (via commitment to p)
a. The proposition p was asserted prior by the same speaker
or by another speaker and not denied, committing the
speaker to p.
b. The speaker asserts “if p, q.”
c.

By Modus Ponens, the speaker is committed to q.
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§3 On yin.n’ang
in argument position

12

The puzzle
Taking the morphology of yin.n’ang at face value — copula + cond +
even (4) — yin.n’ang is a conditional clause (with even).

 But in yin.n’ang’s focus particle and wh-FCI uses, X/wh
=yin.n’ang is in an argument position! This is especially
problematic in examples such as (10), with dative case:
(10)

Wh=yin.n’ang with dative case:
Context: Pema is very friendly.
མ ོ་རང་སུ་ཡིན་ནའང་ལ་སྐད་ཆ་བཤད་གི ་རེ ད།
Mo.rang [su
she

yin.n’ang]=la skad.cha bshad-gi-red.

who yin.n’ang=dat speech

talk-impf-aux

‘She talks (habitual) to anyone.’
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An idea

We can think of X/wh=yin.n’ang as a clausal structure in an
argument position which describes that argument; i.e. as a
head-internal relative or amalgam (Lakoff 1974; also Kluck 2011):
(11)

John is going to I think it’s Chicago on Saturday.
(Lakoff 1974: 324)

...but many approaches to head-internal relatives and amalgams
will not apply here, as the embedded clause is a conditional clause.
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Proposal

 I propose to adopt the Shimoyama 1999 anaphora approach
for (Japanese) head-internal relatives: the clause is
interpreted as adjoined to the main clause at LF, with its
surface position interpreted as a pronoun.
(12)

a. Literal (10): She talks to [even if it’s who] ⇒
b. LF: [even if iti ’s who], she talks to themi ⇒
even [if iti ’s who, she talks to themi ]
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§4 Concessive scalar
focus particle

16

Concessive scalar particles
(13)

Spanish aunque sea in a conditional (Lahiri 2010):
Si lees

aunque sea UN libro, vas a aprobar.

if you read aunque sea one book, you’ll pass

≈ ‘If you read even just one book, you’ll pass.’
Concessive scalar particles...
• Alonso-Ovalle (2016: 185): “trigger a characteristic
interpretation: they convey a strengthening effect in
downward entailing environments, a ‘settle for less’
interpretation in modal contexts...” and
• Crnič (2011: 5): “The associate [of a concessive scalar particle]
is the lowest element on the pragmatic scale.”
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Concessive scalar particles
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X yin.n’ang in a conditional

(14)

X yin.n’ang licensed by a conditional:
དེབ་གཅིག་ཡིན་ནའང་ཀླ ོག་ན་ཡི ག་ཚད་མཐར་འཁྱ ོལ་གི ་རེ ད།
[Dep [gcig]F yin.n’ang klog-na]
book one

=(2)

yig.tshad mthar.’khyol-gi-red.

yin.n’ang read-cond exam

succeed-impf-aux

≈ ‘[If [you] read even just one book], [you] will pass the exam.’
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X yin.n’ang in a conditional

(14)

X yin.n’ang licensed by a conditional:
# དེབ་གསུམ་ཡིན་ནའང་ཀླ ོག་ན་ཡི ག་ཚད་མཐར་འཁྱ ོལ་གི ་རེ ད།
[Dep [gsum]F yin.n’ang klog-na]
book three

=(2)

yig.tshad mthar.’khyol-gi-red.

yin.n’ang read-cond exam

succeed-impf-aux

≈ ‘[If [you] read even just three...], [you] will pass the exam.’
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X yin.n’ang under negation

(15)

X yin.n’ang licensed by negation:
བཀྲ་ཤི ས་ཨང་གསུམ་པ་ཡིན་ནའི ་ལེ ན་མི་འདུག

bKra.shis ang
Tashi

[gsum]F -pa yin.n’i

len-mi-’dug.

number three-ord yin.n’ang receive-neg-aux

‘He didn’t even get [third]F place.’
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X yin.n’ang in an imperative

(16)

X yin.n’ang licensed in an imperative:
ཁ་ལག་ཏིས་ཡིན་ནའི ་ཟ་དང།

Kha.lag [tis]F
food

yin.n’i

za-(dang)!

a little yin.n’ang eat-imp

≈ ‘Eat at least a little food!’

20

Analysis, in the spirit of Lahiri 2010
(17)

Licensing in a conditional (14):
a. LF: even [α if iti ’s [one/three]F book,
[if you read iti , you will pass the exam] ]
alt

b. JαK
c.

∧

={

if iti ’s n books, [if you read themi ,
you will pass the exam]

∶ n ≥ 1}

With a weak element, ‘one’:
o

∧

JαK = if iti ’s one book, [if you read iti , you will pass...]
o

alt

The prejacent JαK is the least likely within JαK ,
satisfying even.
21
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Licensing in a conditional (14):
a. LF: even [α if iti ’s [one/three]F book,
[if you read iti , you will pass the exam] ]
alt

b. JαK

∧

={

if iti ’s n books, [if you read themi ,
you will pass the exam]

∶ n ≥ 1}

d. With a stronger element, ‘three’:
o

∧

JαK = if iti ’s three books, [if you read iti , you will pass...]
o

JαK is not the least likely alternative and so even is
infelicitous.
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Analysis, in the spirit of Lahiri 2010
(18)

Licensing by negation with ‘even’ reading (15):
a. LF: even [α if iti ’s [third]F place, Tashi didn’t get iti ]
o

∧

b. JαK = if iti ’s third place, Tashi didn’t get iti
alt

JαK

∧

={

if iti ’s n-th place,
Tashi didn’t geti

∶ n ∈ {1, 2, 3}}

Assuming getting ﬁrst place is less likely — or more
noteworthy (Herburger 2000) — than second, etc., not
getting third place will be the least likely, satisfying even.
This follows the logic of Lahiri 1998.
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§5 Wh universal
free choice item

23

Universal free choice items

Universal free choice items (∀-FCIs) are licensed in a range of
modal/conditional and non-episodic (non-veridical; Giannakidou
2001) environments and lead to universal free choice inferences:
(20)

f(FCIx ) ⇒ for any choice of x, f(x) is true
(See e.g. Giannakidou 2001, Kratzer and Shimoyama 2002)

24

Analysis

(21)

Computing the wh ∀ -FCI in (10):
a. Literal (10): She talks to [even if it’s who] ⇒
b. LF: even [α if it7 ’s who, she talks to them7 ]

I follow the approach to non-interrogative wh interpretation that I
develop in my ongoing work (Erlewine 2019)...
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Analysis

(21) Computing the wh ∀ -FCI in (10):
o

∧

g. JαK = if it7 ’s someone, she talks(habitual) to them7
alt

JαK

∧

= { if it7 ’s x, she talks(habitual) to them7 : x human}

h. The conditional restricts the domain of a modal/temporal
quantiﬁer (Lewis 1975, Kratzer 1979, 1986, von Fintel 1994):

∀ appropriate situations/times s she talks to g(7) in s

26
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g. JαK = if it7 ’s someone, she talks(habitual) to them7
alt

JαK

∧

= { if it7 ’s x, she talks(habitual) to them7 : x human}

h. The conditional restricts the domain of a modal/temporal
quantiﬁer (Lewis 1975, Kratzer 1979, 1986, von Fintel 1994):

∀ appropriate situations/times s and assignments g,
where g(7) exists and is human in s, she talks to g(7) in s
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Analysis
(21) Computing the wh ∀ -FCI in (10):
i.

o

∧

JαK = ∀s, g[g(7) deﬁned, human in s →
she talks to g(7) in s]
alt

JαK

∧

={

∀s, g[g(7) = x →
∶ x human}
she talks to g(7) in s]

o

alt

JαK asymmetrically entails every alternative in JαK .
The presupposition of even is thus satisﬁed: the
prejacent is the least likely alternative.
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Analysis
 The universal force of ∀ -FCIs comes from the universal
modal/temporal quantiﬁcation — here, habitual — which is
restricted by the conditional!
(22)

But what if the conditional restricts a possibility modal?
a. [α possible [she talks to g(7)]]

∃ accessible w she talks to g(7) in w
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But what if the conditional restricts a possibility modal?
a. [α if it7 ’s someone, possible [she talks to g(7)]]

∃ accessible w and assignment g,
where g(7) exists and is human in w, she talks to g(7) in w
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 The universal force of ∀ -FCIs comes from the universal
modal/temporal quantiﬁcation — here, habitual — which is
restricted by the conditional!
(22)

But what if the conditional restricts a possibility modal?
o

∧

b. JαK = ∃w, g[g(7) deﬁned, human in w →
she talks to g(7) in w]
alt

JαK

∧

={

∃w, g[g(7) = x →
she talks to g(7) in w]

∶ x human}

o

But here, the prejacent JαK is weaker than each of the
alt

alternatives in JαK . The prejacent cannot be less likely
than its alternatives, so even is infelicitous!
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27

Analysis

 The semantics of even ensures that wh=yin.n’ang (≈ even if it’s
someone) conditionals can only restrict universal
modal/temporal operators!
(23) ∀ -FCI with possibility modal in (3):
a. Literal (3): He can eat [even if the food is what]
b. If the foodi exists, he can eat iti
c.

If the foodi exists, must [ he can eat iti ]

× even
◯ even

⇒ ∀-FC > can
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§6 Conclusion
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Summary

Tibetan yin.n’ang has three functions:
1. Yin.n’ang

counterexpectational discourse particle

2. X yin.n’ang

concessive scalar focus particle

3. wh yin.n’ang universal free choice item

 All three uses can be derived compositionally from (4):
(4)

ཡི ན་

yin

copula

ན་

+ na
conditional

ཡང་

+ yang
even
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Theoretical implication

 A new approach to universal free choice, parasitic on an
existing universal/necessity operator via the conditional,
enforced by the logical properties of even... motivated by its
overt morphology (4).
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Theoretical implication

 A new approach to universal free choice, parasitic on an
existing universal/necessity operator via the conditional,
enforced by the logical properties of even, motivated by its
overt morphology (4).
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Extensions

 If this is really derived from the independent conventional
semantics for the copula, conditional, and even, we might
expect similar expressions in other languages.
Rahul Balusu has recently shown (2019b, 2019a) this to be true in a
range of Dravidian languages!
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Extensions

 If this is really derived from the independent conventional
semantics for the copula, conditional, and even, we might
expect similar expressions in other languages.
Rahul Balusu has recently shown (2019b, 2019a) this to be true in a
range of Dravidian languages!
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Extensions: Telugu

For example, Telugu ai-naa = cop-even.if has three functions:
1. Ai-naa
2. X ai-naa

counterexpectational discourse particle
concessive scalar focus particle

3. wh ai-naa

universal free choice item

! But there are subtle differences! For example, Telugu wh
ai-naa also allows ∃-FCI (‘somebody or other’) readings. See
Balusu 2019a,b.
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Extensions: Telugu

For example, Telugu ai-naa = cop-even.if has three functions:
1. Ai-naa
2. X ai-naa

counterexpectational discourse particle
concessive scalar focus particle

3. wh ai-naa

universal/existential free choice item

! But there are subtle differences! For example, Telugu wh
ai-naa also allows ∃-FCI (‘somebody or other’) readings. See
Balusu 2019a,b.
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Extensions: Japanese
Japanese demo has three functions:
1. Demo

counterexpectational discourse particle

2. X demo
3. wh demo

concessive scalar focus particle
universal free choice item

See the Appendix for some data and one particularly striking
parallel between Tibetan yin.n’ang and Japanese demo.
! But there is a subtle difference! Demo has a ‘for example’ use
(Watanabe 2013). See Appendix.
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Extensions: Japanese
Japanese demo has three functions:
1. Demo

counterexpectational discourse particle

2. X demo
3. wh demo

concessive scalar focus particle / ‘for example’
universal free choice item

See the Appendix for some data and one particularly striking
parallel between Tibetan yin.n’ang and Japanese demo.
! But there is a subtle difference! Demo has a ‘for example’ use
(Watanabe 2013). See Appendix.
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Thank you!
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